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Parody the
Programme
by A. BALAJI, AP/ENGLISH

Under the auspices of VEC Literary Club,
a skit competition on “Parody the
Programme” was conducted on
Wednesday, 11.07.2018 at 3.00 pm at
Mech. Seminar Hall. Vivific Velammalians
stormed the stage with curiosity and
creativity. 5 teams consisting of 28
students from various departments
contested for the coveted prizes.
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Mr.A.Balaji, AP-English coordinated the
event. Mr.V.Baskaran, HoD-English,
presided the contest. Ms. V.Kalapana,
AP-English adjudged the event.
REALITY SHOW COUNSELLING | 2

THIS IS CNN | 3

REALITY SHOW
BLUES | 5

GROUPIE | 4
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WINNERS
by Ms.V.Kalpana

Parody the Programme is a skit

competition aimed at revealing the
real talents of the students. It also
shows the language skills, acting
skills and their understanding of the
society, especially the virtual world.
Students display their understanding
and interpretation of the TV world.
From Reality shows and News
programmes to Master Chef cookery
classes were made fun of. It is
refreshing to see these programmes
from the Generation-Z's eyes. It's my
immense pleasure to adjudge the
event and announce the results.

Results were released through
social media on 12.07.2018 and
were posted on our college website
also.

"From Reality
shows and News
programmes to
Master Chef
cookery classes
were made fun
of. It is refreshing
to see these
programmes
from the
Generation-Z's
eyes."

Congratulations to the
Winners!
Do you want to join VEC
Literary Club?
Visit

http://www.velammal.edu.in

Click VEC literary Club under
Clubs and Forums
Click 'Membership Form' and fill
in the details required.
That's it ! You're one of us, now!

VEC Literary Club
Coordinator
A.Balaji, AP-English
Whatsapp: 8667466904

Appreciation and best wishes to all our participants!!

Better Luck Next Time!

